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Dearest parents and carers
What a busy half term considering the circumstances, we have established a distance learning
programme, made significant appointments and begun
preparation for a return to school. I am pleased to
report that we are now fully staffed for September
with Samantha Bax joining the school as Geography
Teacher in the Upper School and Catherine Fenton
as an English Teacher in the Upper School.
I have emailed a
letter separately detailing
the logistics of this return for
which I am determined we utilise
our fantastic outdoor space to offer
the opportunity for all children to reconnect
with Michael Hall before we break for the Summer
holidays. Work is going on behind the scenes to ensure
that we can provide the lowest risk provision possible whilst
remaining true to the values and ethos of Waldorf education.
This weekend, my family and I say goodbye to the Midlands and
begin a new chapter of our lives in Forest Row - we are certainly
looking forward to the many challenges and good times ahead.
On site we have had a number of swarms which bodes well for
the hives and Michael Hall honey production this year - Jacqueline
Courtenay has been stewarding this activity despite the lockdown
and ensuring that the bees are safe and well. I am certainly looking
forward to reconnecting with the school site and seeing children back
in School. Have a safe and restful half term; hopefully restrictions will
begin to be eased very soon and we can truly be reconnected with our school community.

With warmest regards,
Paul Farr,
Principal

(Picture by Sophie Chisholm, Class 1b Teacher)
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Ascension

Easter, Ascension, Whitsun
Thursday May 21st June 2020

Nature has not stopped during this
unprecedented time which we now find
ourselves living in. Spring has burst forth
in all her natural glory and the quiet
skies mean that we can enjoy the
dulcet melodies of the birds.
As well as nature, the cycle of the festivals also
keeps us connected to life and the turning wheel
of time. Ascension is the next festival in the
Christian cycle of events. Imagine if you will, the
Dandelion from its richly coloured green leaves,
thin stems holding a host of bright yellow flowers, which after time fall away
before the hidden white fluffy seeds blossom in the familiar round ball we
affectionately call a dandelion clock. Nature in her beauty and wisdom gives
us a beautiful picture of these three festivals (Easter, Ascension and Whitsun)
in the different stages of the dandelion, from flower to hidden seed, to
delicate fluffy, feathery plumes which fly out into the world.
Easter – the large golden, bright yellow flower petals outstretched to the
Easter sun, opening our hearts.
Ascension – the disappearance of the yellow petals in anticipation of the next
phase, a reflection of the disciples staring up at the clouds far into the
distance to where Christ was taken.
Many classes walk to a high up place somewhere they can be nearer to the
clouds, often onto the nearby forest up to the Firebreak.
Whitsun - the delicate white hands of the dandelion clock appearing only to
disappear quickly in the wind, dispersed to all corners of the earth towards
the future for generations to come. Such a picture can remind us that all
humanity can connect through a common spiritual endeavour.
Jacqueline Courtenay, Class 6b Teacher

Whitsun School Song - for Classes 1 to 12

Whit Sunday falls on 31st May this year and we would
anticipate celebrating the festival the falling day on our
return from the half-term break. In the current situation,
I thought you might like to celebrate; acknowledge;
enjoy Whitsun at home for yourselves.
Please see the link on our Distance Learning page for
all instructions.

Mr Rolton, Music Teacher

Bees

World bee day was on
Wednesday 20th May
and another swarm were
found at Michael Hall, they
seem to like it here.

Mrs Fuller collected the
swarm into an empty
hive with some help from
Kirsty, Ian and family.
Thank you to Kirsty for the
lovely photographs.

Marguita
checked on the
bees on the
Thursday and
they were doing
fine, moving in
and out of the
hive, busily.
The smaller
swarm collected
last week are
also doing very
well.

Class 3b have been in a ‘Shelters and Dwellings’
Main Lesson block. The class have been busy over
the Easter break and the last few weeks, making
models of homes. The class could choose a building
from any period of time and from any country. In
these photos, we can see some examples of model
homes that children have made.

Class 8b Projects
Joshua on his
snowboarding
project

Mimi on writing
her own music
for a album.

Lucas who made
a bow and learnt
archery

Extended Thinking: Gabriel Hebrank Class 10

Write a 500-word narrative of a character’s first encounter with an animal they have
never seen before. Use the extract for inspiration and think about which parts of the
animal might be familiar or unfamiliar
The Colossal Beast
It was a creature unlike anything I had ever imagined, even in the cold winter days back
home, the days before father went off to France and we moved down to aunt Mable’s
house in Brighton. I used to spend hours daydreaming then, imagining the fanciful,
mythical beasts in my Grandfather’s stories. To me, this animal was as wonderful as
Pegasus the flying horse, and the terrible sea monster, Kraken.
This beast’s fine coat was the colour of a new penny with scattered patches of chestnut,
it echoed dappled sunlight shining though forest foliage. Its most incredible feature was
its neck, resembling the truck of a young sapling and covered in the same silky blotches as
the rest of its body. Its movements reminded me of the clowns I had once seen walking on
stilts when father took me to the circus for my birthday, but this creature moved fluidly. Its
head, bowing towards me at the end of an absurdly long neck, appeared small and
delicate, perching almost like it belonged on some other animal. It had large, long-lashed
eyes like drops of treacle, and tawny ears resembling those of a deer. The top of its head
had two small knobs covered in a fine golden fuzz, not at all menacing. The beast stood
in an enclosure surrounded by a high, ornate metal fence. Its house stood grandly at the
back of the corral, an extravagant structure made of rose-tinted sandstone and as
elaborately carved as the ancient temples portrayed in the World Almanac.
As if in a dream, I pulled some soft green grass from the ground at my feet and stretched
my arm towards the animal’s head. It bent its long neck down, stretching an eel-like tongue
to gently lift the stalks right from my palm.
A chuckle broke into my reverie, ‘That beast you’re gawking at comes from the sunburned
grasslands of faraway Africa. It’s called a giraffe.’ I looked around, reawakening, to see a
small man with a leathery, weathered face staring at me with a twinkle in his eye. He wore
a uniform cloth Breton and faded green overalls.
I stared at him, my eyes shining. ‘Do you get to look after the… gerr--aff?’ I exclaimed,
struggling to say the beast’s name.
He nodded, ‘Well, seeing that you seem interested, this particular giraffe is called Colossus,
on account of her size.’ Then the keeper smiled and said, ‘By any chance would you like to
come into her enclosure and help me take care of her?’
‘Oh, I’d love to, if it’s allowed!’ I gasped. Having a chance to care for such a wonderful
animal was a dream come true.
‘Well it’s like this; we’re short on staff at present. With all the men taking up the gauntlet
for our country, we have only the old folk and about a dozen woman volunteers to help. As
you can likely imagine, all of us are kept on our feet from dawn to dusk caring for the
animals. Only yesterday, the head keeper told us to look around for good, kind-hearted
folk to help us.’ He then turned to look at me, ‘And, you seem a perfect choice. Shall I give
you some work to do and see how you fare?’
I was over the moon.

This week’s Wellbeing Resources
This week is Mental Health Awareness Week (18th-24th May) and the theme is kindness.
It's been chosen because of it's ability to strengthen relationships, develop a sense of
community and deepen solidarity. It seems an appropriate choice given the current times.
We are attaching the link on our website to the Mental Health Foundation for resources to
inspire (https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/campaigns/mental-health-awareness-week and we
have attached a PDF from National Online Safety for 14 ways to be kind online.
We hope everyone enjoys some space for breathing out in half-term. It might be a fun
suggestion to play it forward to next week, and think of some ideas for random acts of
kindness for yourselves as well as the people around you.

www.michaelhall.co.uk/safeguarding-and-wellbeing-resources-for-parents

This week’s Online Safety resources

It would be no exaggeration to state that children's internet usage will have soared during this
time of the coronavirus lockdown.
However, with increased use unfortunately comes increased risk and many experts and
leading authorities in the media are warning of the dangers around online grooming. That's
why National Online Safety have created this a Guide to help Parent's and Carer's understand
exactly what online grooming is all about.
Please see the online guide on our website at the link below.

www.michaelhall.co.uk/online-safety-resources-for-parents

Safeguarding; we are all responsible

AN INVITATION TO A VIRTUAL EVENING CANTEEN!

Thanks to all who came to our last evening virtual canteen - we had rich and important exchanges.
We will be gathering again online: MONDAY 8.30pm-9.30pm
This call will be an informal, social space to gather, offer mutual support, share resources and more.
To join, download Zoom onto your phone, computer or iPad and use this link:
https://zoom.us/j/2227769668
You are welcome at any time during the hour and can leave at any time as well.
Grab your EVENING coffee or tea, and come share your challenges, joys, questions, thoughts, as we navigate this
unknown territory, in our separate homes, together!
We look forward to seeing you there.
Matilda, Christopher, Phelim and Steve
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